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EXPEDITION

TO

IRAN,

AU9 '" S t. 197 9

1977

compiled by R.G. Lewis
and members of the expedition
SUMMARY
Exploration of the Kuh-i-Shahu ridge has yielded a number of deep ca ves including
Cyrus-le - Grand , Shahbanou, Cale Mar, Ogof Ben Dwr, and Ghar Se Rah, non e of them as
deep as Ghar Parau . Many other potholes ",ere found to be blo c ked by snow or debris.
Some possibilities for further exp loration remain. Medi c al notes are appended .

The expedition's principal target was the region of arid mountainous karst
which extends northwest from Kuh-i - Parau, bounded on the north by the Sirwan
River (Ab-i-Sirwan) and culminating in the high ridge of Kuh-ilShahu which
reachf'. '" 11,000 feet above sea level, (Figs . 1 & 2).
Examinatio~ of Tactical Pilot~ge Ch~rt~, the 1:250,000 British India Survey and
the Anglo-Iranian Petroleum Co. survey sheets established the potential suitability
of Kuh-i-Shahu and enabled the party to plan its operations within a framework of
known distances and terrain.
In 1976 we heard that a party from the Nice Speleological Group of France (Farcy,
1975) had spent time on Shahu, first
in 1974 when a major site was abandoned
through lack of equipment.
Enquiries on the subject of this cave were fruitless,
though M. Farcy proved a useful general advisor.
Documentation of one failure by
the French group to reach the main plateau on the east side of the summit was noted.
An approach by the B.B.C. resulted in an early visit to Iran for Martyn Farr and
Richard Stevenson o f the Cave Diving Group.
They attempted to penetrate a large
spring close to the Trans-Iranian railway, the abode of the fish Noemacheilus
smithi (a new spe ci es of loach).
The dives produced no horizontal development of
cavernous quality.
The original party (with reserves) of 32 persons was reconstituted during the
period Oc tober 1976 to July 1977 and John Elliott took over leadership from Richard
Stevenson who left the party. At a late stage we obtained written "diplomatic"
permission to mount the expedition and, in a welter of persuasive (and probably
unwarranted) correspondence, insurance in respect of medical and motoring claims.
Both our national motoring organisations, the A.A. and R.A.C., declined to insure
the vehicle (a 1954 40-seat coach) and its contents.
The outward journey lasted 19 days!
On the scheduled morning of departure the
coach was immobilised in Bristol with a sheared half - shaft after failing a kind of
"steep-hill test", and the cooling-system gave continual problems, which commenced
at Dover.
We were free of punctures as far as the Iranian border a lthough a fuel
fire on the Pyhrnpass in Austria might well have been conclusive (in the night, as
luck would have it, and without obvious effect on anything but confidence) .
In any
event, a spirited alliance terminated somewhat prematurely on the road from basecamp to Kermanshah whence the coach was towed to a customs pound.
Main exploration (M. Farr)
Base-camp at 3,500 ft was established on August 20 th, 1977 in far from salubrious
surroundings and, on the next day, an advance camp was sited on Antenna Ridg e, east
of the main plateau , at 9,500 ft.
The latter location was determined by the fact
that the French had apparently not reached the bottom o f the impressive Cyrus - leGrand system.
The French report also suggested that we should find a good supply
of snow and possibly water here.
In both instances our expectations were sadly
proved wrong.
Water was to be the most critical issue on the mountain.
The last
reliable supply at this time was at the Hanyeh wells, at an altitude of c. 6,000 ft.
Above this village our endeavours were entirely reliant upon snow, when it cou ld be
found, and invariably this was grossly polluted.
On August 22nd a party of 5 set off down Cyrus-Ie-Grand equipped with over 1000 ft.
of tackle.
Pitches of 375 ft., 25 ft. and 130 ft. led to the awkward drop which
the French reported as undescended.
This proved to be of 50 ft. and was quickly
followed by a pitch of 280 ft.
Another 20 ft. drop and a short ascending passage
brought us to pitch no. 7, fully tackled with a length of Interalp rope!
Descent
was v ery awkward and our reward was the end of the cave:
constricted impassable
rifts at a depth o f 1000 ft.
Extremely disappointed and annoyed we commenced the
de-tackling.
Owing to severe prob lems with ascenders on muddy ropes this was a
trial , extending the total time for the trip to 18 hours.
During the days which followed the other French leads were checked-out but nothing
of promise developed. Forays were made onto the doline-riddled plateau west of
Antenna Ridge where each shaft had to be investigated - they were frequently blocked
by breakdown at no great depth.
There were some good moments, such as the discovery
of Gha r Pezhesk by Pete Glanvill and John Elliott, but the deepest new shaft was
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Area of «central Kuhe - Shahu» map shewn.

Fig. 1 . Topographic map
of Kuh - i - Shahu, Iran.
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only 220 ft.
By August 27th all active members were back at base, disillusioned
and rather the worse for wear.
The conditions on Antenna Ri~qe were the worst that
any of us had experienced.
On August 28th a small group left to try to locate a new site for an advance
base.
The aim was to try and cover the remainder of the north 91ateau from the
foot of the summit ridge where, hopefully, a cleaner supply of snow misht permit
our efforts to proceed free from illness.
It was August 30th when Antenna Camp
was disbanded and the following day acti v ities were in full swing from Chilaneh,
3 miles distant, · below the summit ridge. Many promising caves and shafts were
explored from this area (the deepest c. 400 ft.) but breakdown usually curtailed
any significan t development.
The next main development, which was to change the course of events, was the
discovery of a supply of clean fresh water. This lay almost on the summit ridge
some 2~ miles north of Chilaneh.
Camp was again moved and this new area proved
to be highly rich in deep caves. From September 5th onwards a great deal of
exploration was achieved , and on the 6th the assault on the ma jo r new sites
commenced.
On September 5th two short 100 ft deep systems had been examined and the next
day Carlton Pot, a very impressive shaft, was bottomed at 255 ft and terminated
quickly in a narrow vadose rift.
At Ghar Shahbanou (Figs. 3 & 4) our limited
supply of ropes ran out at a depth of 370 ft.
Ogof (= Ghar) Ben Dwr, adjacent
to our camp, was explored under and through a massive snow plug into open, rapidly
descending passage.
At -150 ft. the remainder of our tackle was exhausted.
The following day saw the arrival of more rope and personnel.
On the 8th of
September Dave Morris and Martyn Farr reached the bottom of Shahbanou at c. 1000 ft.
After giving every sign of being a record-breaker it was with extreme disappointment
that we encountered a boulder-choke.
This choke was of a localised nature and the
stream gave every indication of re-entering a continuation within a short distance.
Two other teams also examined the site during the following days but were unable
to proceed beyond.
On September lOth D. Morris and M. Farr resumed work at Ogof (= Ghar) Ben Dwr
and bottomed this after c. 598 ft. (Fig. 5). Passage size and characteristics
suggested a more mature system, composed of a rift 150 ft. high and 6 ft. wide.
Quantities of breakdown on the floor posed innumerable-short drops and awkward
pitches but the passage retained its larqe dimensions until suddenly it terminated
at an equally large choke aligned upon a major fault at right-angles to the initial
passage. With copious quantities of mud in evidence we came quickly to the
conclusion that substantial backing-up must occur durins the spring thaw.
Several
precarious climbs were made hiqh i nto the ruckle but of an obvious way on there
was no trace.
Crystal Pot, also close to camp, was descended first by Geoff Richinqs and Andy
Dawe on September 8th.
It was 250 ft. deep and choked.
This pot possessed some
of the finest snow sculptures that any of us had ever seen. About this time work
commenced on Ghar Se Rah - a typically British system of long meandering rifts
with short pitches, eventually connected with Shahbanou at a depth of 400 ft.
(the overall depth of the system was barely increased). Ghar Glas, about 150 ft.
deep, was discovered in the bluff immediately overlooking the Ben Dwr entrance
but gave no sign of any connection with the latter.
Exploration proceeded at a considerable rate until the untimely news of the demise
of our coach.
Despite this setback a small group continued operating and examined
another significant system - Cale Mar (Figs. 6 & 7).
Doug Macfarlane and Bob Lewis
had explored this to a depth of 300 ft. before quitting the mountain: a fairly
extensive system had been entered, endinq at a large fossil passage blocked at
its extremities by breakdown. M. Farr succeeded in passinq the terminal choke and
two further pitches before running out of tackle. A larger group then pressed on
to the next and final choke at a depth of 440 ft.
This choke was carefully
investigated and had time and conditions permitted it is certain that it would have
been passed.
The collapse was not local and contained surface debris, a
disconcerting feature at such depth.
The whole network had developed along the
strike and considerable potential existed here.
Other activities (various contributors)
The initial phase of surface examination was primarily undertaken by Barry Weaver,
Dave Viggers, Phil Rust and others on the main plateau, the waterless undulations
of which gave a minimum of passable cave.
While it is certain that major systems
lie below, broken limestone adequately blocks nearly all the dolines. A number
of capped pitches were noted against the flank of Antenna Ridge and these await
other visitors.
Darreh Shahu, the main valley above Hanyeh, contains many impressive entrances,
mostly in the higher reaches towards Chilaneh.
During the temporary encampment
here Tony Maddison, Dave Viggers and Andy Dawe descended the most exciting of
these, Ghar Chilaneh, via a 50 ft. drop and a further "superb cylinder about 220 ft.
deep" to pitches and mud chokes. Just north of Chilaneh, beside the track which
ascends the structural valley ("The Motorway") an array of open entrances gave
pots and canyons in steeply- dipping rock, the best of which ended at c. 250 ft. in
a tiny sump.
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The only parties to venture across the South Plateau and the interesting summit
north of advance camp found little if anything of consequence and the flanks of
the summit ridge, with the obvious exception of the cave-bearing bluffs at Advance
Camp, were similarly unproductive.
Many parties searched the Darreh Surtu downstream from base - camp at Tang- i-War,
entering a variety of impressively - situated rock- shelters and fragments of cave
(Fig. 8). A circuit to the north and west of Kuh-i-Shahu established the absence
of major resurgences above c. 4000 ft.
A series of cold springs in Darreh Surtu
supply Palangan and water from a powerful resurgence thunders into the Sirwan
gorge upstream of Hajij, probably draining Kuh-i-Takht .
Fauna (P. Glanvill)
Previous Iranian expeditions have made much of the threat from big game to
explorers of the Zagros Mountains.
I think risks are minimal .
Several people
saw leopards but these latter always moved swiftly away.
Parties and incividuals
negotiated mountain paths during the dark hours without harm and the Kurds
themselves moved about at night without apparent fear.
Faeces and tracks of bear
were noted in Darreh Shahu.
Snakes were very shy; I saw only one.
It must be added that they were observed
swimming in stagnant pools and could thus be said to po se a potential risk.
Large
green lizards were frequently disturbed by walkers .
Insects had most nuisance - value, particularly the numerous biting flies some of
which were nastily uncrushable.
The hornet-like "yellow-bums" seen by a previous
expedition never caused any problems. The ubiquitous flea was irritating and
colonised all bedding until we began using lorexane cream and flea -powder.
Small rodents which resembled gerbils could pose a threat to health by
contaminating f ood.
These were met at base and high on the mountain (a range of
some 6000 ft . ) and they ate several packets of biscuits.
Contact with domestic animals should be avoided . The threat of rabies is real
and the Irani a n dogs seem especially savage . ~fuen approaching flocks of goats
it is advisable to arm oneself against a possible attack by as many as four dogs:
I am told the best defence is to hurl rocks at the leader.
Prospects (R. Lewis)
Kuh - i - Shahu is the Northward extension of the Cretaceous limestone of Kuh-i-Parau .
It is heavily faulted, the main Zagros Thrust cutting across the East side subparellel to the line of the summi t ridge, and generalisation regarding the dip is
impossible .
Water must sink in quantity at least during the spring and in particular at the
eastern base of the summit ridge, between 9000 ft and 10,000 ft up.
It is likely
to head south and east, accounting for resurgenceS at Palangan (3300 ft.),
Deh-i-Wiznap (c . 3200 ft.), Dalamarz (c. 3000 ft.) and Dariyan (c. 3500 ft.) .
Faults seem to account for the Palanqan springs and perhaps the "oasis" of Dariyan,
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3.Constriction in Cale Mar.

1. Base Camp above Darreh Surtu
occupied by a dust-devil.
Photo: A. Maddison

PLATE 1

4. Petrified cranium of Surax Kalle.
Photo M. Farr

2. The rocky bluff containing
Ogof Ben Dwr and Ghar Shahbanoul
Ghar Se Rah at left centre. Photo: M. Farr

0\
W

3. Summit ridge of Kuh-e-Shahu seen
from the Antenna ridge across 3
miles of the main plateau.
Photo: M. Farr

1. Ogof Ben Dwr: Pete Francis beside
the entrance.
Photo: M. Jay

Photo: M. Jay

4. Looking down the Dalamarz valley
from the furthest camp.
Entrance
to Cale Mar in shadowed faultscarp (Foreground Left Centre).
Phnrn~
n _ Mrl~frlrlrln~

2. Darreh Surtu gorge.

1. Preparations at the entrance
to Ghar Shahbanou.
Photo: M. Jay

2. A short pitch in Ghar G1as.
Photo: B. Weaver

3. Looking up the 100 m entrance
pitch of Ghar Shahbanou.
Photo: G. Richinqs

4. Dave Viggers in further
reaches of Ghar Shahbanou.
Photo: M. Farr
hA

rivers of considerable volume issuing in each case.
Martyn Farr and others have stated that of the three main British discoveries,
both Cale Mar and Ghar Shahbanou provide fair chances of extension.
Ogof (= Ghar)
Ben Dwr seems to be difficult.
In any case explo s ives and/ or digging would be
necessary and future parties are advised to contact members of the 1977 bottom
parties for advice.
Whilst Shahu is b y no means exhausted, future explorers are likely to find karst
plateaux of great interest and potential on some of the higher watersheds in the
area, for example Kuh - i-Takht and Kuh-i-Auroman close to and sometimes sharing a
boundary with Iraq.
Any inclination to the belief that Kuh-i-Parau is in some
sense unique with reference to depth prospects is false.
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MEDICAL

REPORT

by Peter Glanvill
Health problems encountered on trips to Iran are reviewed here without being
confined to the 1977 expedition.
This seems reasonable in that there have now
been several speleological expeditions from Britain to Iran, and their experiences
have been roughly similar.
I must acknowledge a large debt to Dr. P. Standing
for his extensive review of caving expedition medical care (Standing, 1975).
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Preparations:
I sent a circular to all members advising them of vaccinations
required both for their safety and to satisfy foreign entry requirements.
No
routine medical checks were made but dental checks were strongly recommended (one
member required several extractions and a set of dentures!)
Blood was taken for groupinq from all team members, always a useful precaution
when visiting areas where medical facilities are poor; in this way other members
may be able to donate ·blood to a casualty.
Recommended protection for travellers to and in Iran:
1.
Poliomyelitis
2.
Tetanus
3.
B.C.G .
4. Monovalent Typhoid Vaccine: TAB vaccination (combining protection against
paratyphoid A & B) is not vlOrthwhile, the A & B components providing little
security.
5.
Pooled human immunoglobulin: effective for 3 months as pa ssi ve protection from
infectious hepatitis and highly recommended.
6 & 7 . Cholera and Smallpox vaccination: necessary (1977) for entry to several
countries en route, though it must be added that Cholera vaccination is
virtually ineffective and is no subs titute for avoining contaminated water or
foods.
8. Malaria: I advise malarial prophylaxis when visitinq Iran. Malaria is
encountered in low-lying areas there and the British School of Tropical
Medicine suggested pyrimethamine ("Daraprim") as a weekly dose. Medical
orderlies in the area visited by "Iran 77" distribute~ Daraprim weekly to
villagers and a programme of spraying stagnant pools near our base camp was
proceeding .
Medical Equipment: the list compiled by Standing (1975) i s comprehensive but can
be reduced.
Some of the more sophisticated items (e.g. ven epuncture kits & infusion
sets) would have been of little use.
Drugs were readily obtained from companies
which manufactured the requiren preparation s - in some cases such companies were
e xt remely generous.
(It is useful, when passing through customs in particular,
to possess an inventory of the drugs carried; boxes should be correctly labelled,
using the approved rather than brann name - which latter may vary from place to
place.
Transport of narcotics is acceptable provided one is a registered medical
practitioner. Membership of a defence union is mandatory).
In Iran it is difficult to keep any preparation in the cool dark conditions
generally advised for storage; it is fortunate that most drugs deteriorate slowly
under adverse conditions.
Some preparation s will double - up in their usage (again
a means o f reducing bulk) - e.g. "Diazepam", as well as beinq an effective
sedative , is a useful hypnotic.
Drugs acting on the gastro-intestinal tract were the most widely used and I
believe one can ne ver carry too many antidiarrhoeals.
I carried both Lomotil and
Immodium (loperamide) and found them e qua lly effective.
The dosage schedule for
Immodium is easier to remember but the preparation has the potential disadvantage
(not witnessed in Iran) of being in capsules w lich may melt in extreme heat.
Lomotil tablets are useful in that a large quantity occupy a small volume .
Streptotriad, a combination of sulphonamides used for non-specific gut infections,
was used to treat the few cases of ny sentery we had and, when the medical officer
was absent, tended to be taken fre q uently for diarrhoeal upsets. For short
expeditions (up to 3 weeks) it is an effective prophylactic (taken daily) against
"traveller's diarrhoea".
Metronidazole ("Flagyl") was effective in treatment of an outbreak of presumed
giardiasis.
Apart from paracetamol and aspirin a quantity of Fortagenic (a mixture of
pentazocine and paracetamol) proved useful in controlling the headaches of one
team member.
No systemic antibiotics were employed and it is difficult to know which ones
would be most useful if one had to restrict one's choice. A bacteriologist I
consulted suggested Penicillin and Septrin (co-trimoxazole) as the two most
effective preparations with perhaps the addition of Lincomycin for extensive
soft tissue injuries.
The most popular dermatological preparation was Betnovate which was effective
in treatinq sunburn, insect bites and rashes.
Nivea and Dettol creams were
helpful in soothing and softening cracked and sore hands.
All our antibiotic ointment (Genticin HC) was used on local children with skin
infections.
I would recommend it to any future expedition medical officer as the
most useful preparation for this purpose.
Hypnotics are often in demann, particularly where teams work at high altitudes,
as a counter to sleeplessness. Promethazine (Phenergan) was more effective in
a 25 mg dose than nitrazepam.
Its "hangover" effect was not apparent.
Some disposable clinical thermometers: (Temtake) were carried and were desirably
unsus c eptible to physical damage; however, they tended to misbehave in the heat
(the malfunction was always obvious).
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PRACTICAL

PROBLEMS

Water:

We found that water from springs in sparsely-populated areas could be
drunk safely.
Our source at base was a spring used occasionally by
villagers from Tang-i-War. On the main plateau we met problems until,
eventually, we found a good source of flowing water at high altitude
which will be o f value to future explorers. For two weeks, however,
the only source of water consisted of snow-plugs heavily laden with
dirt, yielding a thick qreyish fluid totally unpalatable unless heavily
flavoured.
On reflection I think the ancient sterilising tablets we
used did little but give us a psychological boost. Fortunately snowplug water is seldom heavily contaminated by organisms and it would be
difficult to attribute outbreaks of diarrhoea directly to this.

Food:

Tinned and dehydrated foods, supplemented with local produce, formed our
b asic diet.
Local diet comprised nan-bread (similar to chapati) and
salads with stews including vegetables and meat.
Protein was probably
derived mainly from goats' milk which was taken in quantity either in a
liquid semi-rancid state ("doh") or as cheese.
It is probably inadvisable
to consume this (though we did) in view of the prevalence of brucellosis,
an unpleasant and persistent disease.
We supplemented our d iet with vitamin tablets ("Orovite") which had
been donated.
These, I am sure, contributed to our reasonable health
and helped counter any Vitamin C deficiency likely to occur.

Sanitation:
It was originally intended to use trench-type sanitation at base
camp and once this was established a trench was dug.
However, apathy
amongst the team members meant that once this had been filled no other
was begun.
People adopted a cat-type sanitation too close to camp and
without adequate burial of faeces.
This doubtless contributed to the
high incidence of gastro-intestinal infection.
Sanitation on the mountain
was similarly poor: myriads of flies were present at Antenna Camp.
The
ground was usually rocky and difficult to excavate.
There is little one
can do, in this respect, at advance camp except ensure that people defecate
well clear of the cooking area . At base a chemical toilet seems to be
the best solution, if space can be found to carry it.
Hands were and
should be washed afterwards in a solution of Savlon (changed daily).
Altitude : Few altitude problems were encountered between our base at 3000 ft.
and our advance camp at c. 10,000 ft.
A combination of exertion and
dehydration probably resulted in the breathlessness and lethargy of some
members on reaching high camps. A few suffered fro~ insomnia, one of the
earliest effects of altitude, and to be expected at these heights.
A feature of this expedition, and a previous one to Morocco where camp
was at 4,000 ft., was the number of persons who had epistaxes (nose-bleeds).
I can find no other reference to this.
None were sufficiently severe to
require attention.
Heat:

Few people developed sunburn, mainly owing to the leisurely nature of the
outward journey which permitted development of a protective tan.
Dehydration was a problem and most people carried large quantities of
water when walking.
Team members sometimes survived on far less than
their ideal quota and still performed fairly well.
The dangers of
carrying inadequate supplies of water were exemplified by one team member
who came close to succumbing after a solo walk.

Cold:

Expeditions to the Zagros late in the year may
falling below freezing-point.
Snow apparently
on Kuh-i-Shahu and I do not recommend a winter
and sleeping-bags are necessary throughout the
elsewhere.

well find evening temperatures
arrives in early November
visit. Adequate clothing
year at altitude, if not

Illnesses: Gastro-intestinal infection caused most problems and was related to
poo r sanitation . Among the 18 members of the expedition, 5 had at some
time symptoms highly suggestive of dysentery, i.e. fever, malaise and
diarrhoea with accompanying weakness . All such cases responded
dramatically to Metronidazole (2 grams daily for 3 days).
It should be
noted that medication is best taken at night to avoid the side effects
(nausea, metallic taste, headaches and drowsiness).
Other cases of nonspecific diarrhoea responded well to anti-emetics (Fentazin 4 mg) and
anti-diarrhoeals.
Two unusual and noteworthy incidents occurred; both relate to the same
individual wno seeks to remain anonymous.
The first, a period of 3 days
during which the subject had melaena (black stools) normally associated
with gastro -in testinal bleeding or iron-therapy. After a slightly panicky
spell it was realised that artificial flavouring containing citric acid
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had dissolved rust in an old ex- army canteen , resulting in ingestion of
ir on .
The second case con cerned an episode in wh ich the same person
consumed the fruitin g-body surrounding nuts whic h are commonly eaten by
the villager s.
Th e result was a violent catha rsis, both vomiting (with
severe abdominal pains) and diarrhoea resulting.
On e member had symptoms indicative of a spontaneous pneumothorax .
Nothing in his past history suggested any specific cause.
Fortunately
his symptoms subsided rapidly without trea t ment apart from analgesics
having been needed.
Histopl a s mosis:
This fungal infection mentioned previo usl y in caving literature
(Frankland, 1974) does not seem to have been encountered .
Skin testing
of most membe rs after the expedition proved negative apart from one
member who wa s "positive" prior to the trip.
,.!here the infection was
contracted is difficult to asce rtain since he had entered bat-infested
caves in Iran and , previously , in Mexico.
Local medicine:
Only one previous expedition to Iran has written - up its
experiences of trea tin g l ocal people.
The inhabitants o f the Shahu area were v ery
likely of Kurdish blood a n d seemed quite healthy for the most part.
Medica l care
is never theless scarce and expensive.
The nearest hospital wa s some 70 miles
from our base camp and the nearest doctor p r obably a similar distance.
Therefore
a ste ady trickle of diseased village rs approached us af ter learning I was a doct o r.
I made no attempt to hide the fact , feeling it might generate goodwill .
There
is no doubt that it a ssis ted our generally excellent liaison with the people of
Tang-i-War and nei ghbourhood from whom we accepted small donations of fruit and
vegetables for our services.
I think al l members of the party benefitted from
seeing medicine "in the r aw".
Villagers are most reluctant to attend a hospital, often seeming unable to
comprehend the s eriousne ss of the illness which they or their children may be
suffering from .
Some youn gsters had mutilating injuries including severe burns
a nd my measures were stop-gaps only .
Problems associated with cave exploration: There were no accidents.
The only
min o r (and anticipated) problem was that of chapped and split fingers from
con tinua l exposure to the abrasive Zagros limestone both above and below ground.
Gloves s oon disintegrated.
It is debatabl e, had there been a major accident, whether initial measures
would have been backed-up quickly enough by hospital atten ti o n.
The area was
remote in asmuch as it was a day's walk from the nearest r oad .
The party carried
rescue flares but, i n my opinion, their use might well have been misconstrued so
close to the Ir aqi border .
Psychological aspects:
It has been said that younger cavers possess more energy
a nd enthusiasm than older ones and that because skills are more rapidly acquired
they reach their peak earlier.
I am inclined to disagree .
It was clear that the
more mature team members were more toleranb of the extreme condition s and
disappointments involved in hunting for caves (as opposed to pu shing underground).
I would pick a team by personal invitation in future, for a major expedition,
r a ther than operate a self-selection system!
On e or two individuals showed definite evidence of psych o l ogica l upset which
emerged under stress.
The effective team on our particu lar trip could be
probably numbered around 9 or so individuals.
Firm , decisive leader ship is
necess ary to maintain a driving force unless the project is to degenerate into
a seri es of cliques doing their own thing in a far less effective fashion .
I sh ould like to conclude by thanking the numerous comp ani es who assisted by
mak ing donations of equ ipment and drugs to the expedition.
These include the
following:
Allen & Hanbury
Beecham Research Laboratories
Bencard
Boots
elBA
Gillette
Glaxo
I.e.I.

Jansen Pharmaceutical Ltd.
Johnson & Johnson
May & Baker
Nicholas
Organon
Roche
Searle
Smi t h Kline & French

Piriton and Fentazin
Penbritin, Magnapen a nd Maxolon
Arnoxil and Orovite
Intravenous fluids
Otrivine spray
Disposable scalpels
Betnovate ointment an d Tinaderm c ream
Savlon concentrate, Imperacin and Lorexane
Irnrnodium
Assorted dressing s
Streptot ri ad , Flagyl and Stemetil
Temtake thermometers and Genticin He cream
Hydrocort isone
Valium and Mogadon
Lomotil
Kerecid drops
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ABSTRACT
The ca v e s o f Jacksons Ba y c ompris e > 7 km of fossil phreatic passage in
the Miocen e limesto nes of southe rn J a ma ica. The c aves are at shallow depth ,
s o me clo se t o se a -level, a nd much o f the passage is o f large size linking
s e ve r a l col l a pse e n tr a nces. Together with t.he rich speleothem develo pment
t his make s the caves extreme ly attractive. Two superimposed systems are
dis cern ible. The lower one is Jac kso ns Bay Cave itself , the longest surveyed
cave i n J a ma ica. The upper on e is more fragmented and is characterised by a
se d imen tary infill , whilst the surf a ce karst is partly infilled by a cemented
t e r ra r o ssa. The Pleisto c e ne development of these caves is deduced from the
e vide n c e o f marine erosi on terrac e s , local stratigraphy, tectonics and
r a di o me tric dating of speleothems. The caves were probably found between
700 000 a nd 200 000 years ago .

Two principal groups of caves exist in the rugged, isolated hill-mass
which has been known since the 17th century as Portland Ridge, the most
southerly part of Jamaica.
The Portland Ridge Caves in the NE side of the
hills have been a popular site for curious visitors since the 18th century
as testified by graffiti dated as early as 1715 and an article published
in Kingston in the "Bon Esprit" magazine in 1794.
In the early 1940s the
caves were surveyed (Edwards , 1942) and much of their guano deposits were
mined.
More recently discovered, on the SW side of the Ridge, are the caves
known as Jacksons Bay Caves as they lie close to the fishing village of
Jacksons Bay.
Some 23 000 ft (7000 m) of "fossil" caverns and passages have
been explored in this complex, which is the chief subject of this paper .
EXPLORATION
Some of the Jacksons Bay Caves were visited in 1897 by Duerden (1897)
who was interested in the Arawak Indian artifacts found in the entrances
of t he caves. A partial survey of the southern sections of the system was
made by the Jamaica Geological Survey (McGrath , 1955), but its full extent
and complexity was not realised.
The cave system was first opened up for cavers by the Jamaica Caving
Club in 1964. A club member came across a letter inthe manuscript volume
"Caves " f' ,Jamaica" (Clerke, 1929) preserved in the West India Reference
Library of the Institute : of Jamaica , in which the writer , J.S. TyndaleBiscoe, recorded a visi t to the "Olive Park Cave" near Jack sons Bay in
Clarendon and commented that he had "never seen any cave in England o r
Jamaica to compare with this one in interest and beauty".
As soon as
possible a small caving party set out for Jacksons Bay and, on arrival,
enlisted the help of Mr. Roland Somerville, a local fisherman and farmer.
Mr. Somerville had detailed knowledge of the local hills and was able to
lead parties to important sites through the apparently featureless and
confusing terrain . Several surface openings of the Jac ksons Bay "Old
Cave" and other lesser caves: Arrow Cave , Goat 'Cave, Two Tier Chamber Cave
and the impressive collapse entrance of Swan Lake, now known as Somerville
Cave , were located.
Between September 1964 and March 1965 the J.C .C. party carried out a
survey (C.R .G. Grade 4) of the watery complex of passages connecting
entrances One and Three to the Water Cave (entrance Two).
Above this more
passage was found with two more entrances (Four and Five).
However, the
most important discoyery , made at the weekend in which the survey was being
completed, was a phreatic crawl-way (Lead-On Crawl), located in the NE
corner of the Water Cave. This crawl (see survey) led on to the beautiful
Shamrock Passage and finally to the complicated system of huge, interconnectin g chambers with three entrances which comprise the farthest part
of the system. Weekend after weekend parties explored and surveyed these
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new extensions.
These activities c ulminated in the publication of several reports on
the cave (Speleologist, 1965; Ashcroft, 1965), with the survey of the
cave appearing in the J.C.C. Newsletter of 1966, a reduced scale version
of which was reproduced in "Jamaica Underground" (Fincham, 1977).
From 1965 to 1976 visits to Jacksons Bay Cave became a hardy annual,
often for beginners and new members, in the list of the club meets.
Usually parties entered through Entrance One, almost invar i abl y having
spent up to an hour fiqhtinq their wav throuqh the bush looking for the
ever elusive entrance pit. The "tourist trip" would often take the
parties through to the far c hambers and then return by the same route,
avoiding, as far as possible, the hazardous and hot overland trek.
A new phase of exploratory activity began in February 1976, when two
members decided to return overland from Entrance Seven.
It was late in
the day and the light was fading when they stumbled across a large cave
entrance unknown to them, but obviously known locally since several empty
oil drums were found inside.
"Drum Cave" as this became known could not
be relocated at the next and several subsequent searches.
In desperation,
on the weekend of January 15, 1978, the advice o f our local expert, Mr.
Somerville, was sought and he led us t o another 'unknown' cave which
proved to be a further entrance into Drum Cave (Drum II).
Exploration
revealed four entrances in all, including a substantial 'lighthole' entrance
not previously seen and a survey of the cave yielded s o me 2000 ft of
chambers and passages.
The discovery of Drum Cave, i n a location which had been regularly
visited by the J.C.C. for 14 years, prompted the start of a thorough
systematic survey of the whole area, in order to establish where all the
entrances were in relation to each other.
This was done by clearing and
surveying a trail through dense, semi-arid bush with machetes from one
major entrance to another, and marking the trail with paint daubed onto
rocks and trees.
Jacksons Bay Cave One, Two, Corner Cave, Drum Cave I,
II, 'J acksons Bay Cave Seven were connected by the 'yellow route'.
The
'red route' started close to Drum Cave II and ran past Drum Cave IV,
Goat Cave, Somerville Cave and Arrow Cave, returning to join the y ellow
route in the extreme west.
This colour-coded route system proved invaluable
for subsequent work in the area where the bush visibility is a few tens
of metres at best.
In addition to the surface tape-compass-clinometer survey the altitude
of most of the main entrances was measured by a Paulin "Terra" altimeter
to a precision of two feet.
Where necessary the vertical cave survey data
were corrected to the altimeter heights.
The 1978 underground surveying teams used a 100 ft Fibron tape, a Suunto
KB-14 compass and a Suunto PM-5 clinometer.
The data were converted to
coordinates using a Texas SR-52 programmable calculator and printing
cradle.
Rather than re-survey the whole of Jacksons Bay Cave it was intended
that the 1966 survey would be used as a basis for the survey of the whole
area.
However, series misclosures were discovered between 1966 and the
1978 surface surveys.
These misclosures appeared to be rotational in nature,
as was proved by a resurveyed line from Three through Shamrock Passage to
Seven.
This error was corrected by a 120 clockwise rotation about Entrance
One. The misclosure of overland and underground routes from One to Seven
on the present survey is < 1%. Two newly explored and surveyed sections
of Jacksons Bay Cave: Queens Series, and the area around Big Tank, and a
completely resurveyed Lost Man's Passage are the main additions to the
modified 1966 survey. All the other caves were surveyed in 1978, except
for the part of Somerville Cave between Entrances 1 and 2 which was
surveyed in 1966.
DESCRIPTION

OF

THE

CAVES

Most of the cave passage in the area is at a relatively shallow depth
40 m below the surface), and the subdued relief of the surface karst
has intersected the underlying passages in many places, to produce a
large number of entrances. The intersection of surface and passage at
very acute angles is exemplified by the most southerly entrances of Water
Jar Cave and J.B.C. Three. The extensions of these passages to the south
have now been completely eroded away. Many of the other entrances are
either large collapse p i ts, e.g. J.B.C . Seven/ Birthday Cave, or overhung
«
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and vine-hung collapse shafts e.g. Somerville Cave I.
recognisable on aerial photographs .
JACKSONS

BAY

Only the former are

CAVE

The survey shows three distinct sections to J.B.C.: a westerly complex of
passages about half of which contain standing brackish water whose surface
is effectively at sea-level, a near-horizontal pas sage trend ing 070 0 with
some standing water and excellent speleothems, which connect~ the western
passages with an easterly complex of large interconnecting chambers and
?assages with substantial collapse and vertica l development up to 70 m a.s.l.
(i) The passages of the westerly complex (the first part of the cave to be
discovered) a re developed in a roughly NW-SE direction, with those nearest
the sea (SW) being the lowest and water - filled.
Some of these passages may
have sumped extensions below sea - level .
Sea-water intrusi on into the system
occurs , but although submarine extension of the cave is conceivable, the
lack of identifiable marine fauna within the cave rules out a sizeable
submarine entrance .
Part of the system to the north of Water Cave has
developed o n two levels.
The passages from Four lie above and connect via
two holes to Bench Passage below. Within Queens Series the two large chambers
are developed above water level and they contain the only significant guano
deposits in this part of the cave . These indicate that hitherto there was
a much larger bat population in the cave, perhaps during a period of higher
rainfall.
Entrance Nine into the largest of the Queens Series chambers is
most unusual in that whilst it is at a similar elevation to One , TWo, Four
and Five (12-16 m a . s . l . ) it is situated on the nose of a prominent easterly
ridge and which is seen as a lineament on aerial photographs.
This lineament
is suspected to be a fault trace, but there is no obvious lithologic
disconti nui ty or morphological expression of the fault within the whole of
J.B.C ..
Indeed, the caves of the whole area show little directly observable
morphological control by either faults or joints.
Water Cave is one of the most spectacular parts of J . B.C. with its columnar
stalagmites rising to a delicately fretted roof from a shallow lake (Plate 1).
It is developed at the junction of five smaller passages.
Entrance Two to
Water Cave is also notable for the Arawak petroglyphs of human faces carved
into stalagmites, though the relatively high number of visitors to this part
of J.B.C. has resulted in the deterioration of these carvings, and they are
unlikely to be identifiable much longer .
(ii) The most inconspicuous passage leading off from Water Cave is the most
significant. This is Lead-On Crawl, a 0.5 m diameter phreatic tube , labyrinthine
in places , leading eastwards at a height of 2 m above water-level (Plate 3).
The crawl develops into a stoop and then an upright walk as the floor drops
away to pools of brackish water.
The next 500 m of Shamrock Passage is
beautifully decorated (Plate 2).
Particularly stunning are the flowstone
and curtains with their twinkling mosaic of calcite crystal faces a centimetre
or more across .
In Peach Passage the formations are peach- coloured , probably
indicating terra r os sa - charged percolation water entering from above .
Speleo them activity seems to be closely related to rainfall, but during normal
weather (dry) there is no visible percolation in Shamrock Passage.
Although Shamrock Passage is straightforward in comparison to the cave to
the east and west it is not a simple phreatic tube, as the development of
smaller ox- bow tubes such as Kinky Crawl shows.
The two main breaks in the
passage below Corner Cave and at Peach Passage, where the main route going
eastwards intersects larger passages whose westward continuations degenerate
rapidly into smaller speleothem- blocked tubes, suggests the mixing of two
separate phreatic routes.
Roof breakdown is not cornmon.
Where it is seen
after Little People it is hea v ily encrusted with speleothems but not at
Rockfall Chamber . After Rockfall Chamber the passage splits and changes
character.
(iii)
The most striking feature of the eastern complex on entering it at
Crossroads is the change in scale of the cave . Chambers over 30 m in diameter
with 15 m high roofs merge into one another on steep slopes of chaotic
breakdown slabs .
Dripstone is abundant but is less obvious that in Shamrock
Passage and is partially obscured by guano from a small bat population.
Whethe r it is the cause of the abundant breakdown in this part of the cave,
or merely exposed more clearly by it, the bedding of the limestone is very
obvious in the roof here and dips to the S.S.W . at 15 0 .
The chambers and
passages of the eastern complex show a slight preferred trend of about 170 0
0
th 0 ugh the overall 070 trend of Shamrock Passage is also present.
Although
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Plate 1- The shallow lake in Water Cave , J B. C. The surface of the brackish
water is at sea level.
(photo: D. Lee)_

Plate:?

Flowstone and curtains in Shamrock Passage J. B. C.
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(photo:D. Lee)

Plate 3 . Lead on Crawl , connecting Water Cave and Shamrock P assage, J. B . C .

Plate 4. Dry and inactive tiered gou r pools in J. B. C .

Plate 5. A bed of cave pearls in a dry rimstone pool typical of many caves.
Many pearls have a small gastropod shell as a nucleus.
Photos by D. Lee.
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collapse has greatly modified much of the original morphology there is
plenty of evidence that the original phreatic system had a substantial relief.
Section C- C' shows well the rise of the cave northwards from Theatre through
nearly 50 m to Seven and its obvious continuation as Birthday Cave across
the collapse separating the two caves.
The eastern caves not only have
substantial relief but also multiple levels of development in places. For
instance in Lost Mans Passage, near the end, an upper anastomosing network
of phreatic tubes leads off above a major bedding-controlled collapse chamber
below which is a third chamber partially blocked by breakdown from above.
It seems likely that the major collapse of these eastern chambers resulted
from the development of superimposed passages at more than one level of the
phreas.
THE

OTHER

CAVES

Apart from Birthday Cave, which is really part of the eastern complex of
J.B.C ., none of the other caves surveyed appear to be related directly to
J .B. C .. They are thought to be part of an older, overlying phreatic system
whose general trend is N-S.
The principal component of this system is Drum
Cave and its extension southwards in Corner Cave and Water-Jar Cave, which
runs about 10 m above Shamrock Passage.
There is no water in any of the upper caves but there is a very distinctive
sediment infill which dominates the character of Water- Jar, Corner, Boarwood
and parts of Drum Cave.
The nature and origin of this sediment is discussed
in a later section but the dig at the Molehole which broke into the southern
extension of Drum Cave showed that the sediment has been deposited in "U - bend"
dips in the passage and at lateral constrictions. The possibility of extensions
beyond these sediment traps is good.
Those parts of Drum Cave with little or no sediment fill, beyond the Molehole
and around Pearl Hall are finely decorated with straw stalactites, dry rimstone
pools and abundant cave pearls, commonly with a land-snail shell as a nucleus.
The E-W trending passage between Drum II and III has suffered considerable
breakdown from bedding planes of similar orientation to those in eastern J . B. C .
Boarwood Cave is the obvious eastern continuation of this passage whilst to
the west of Drum III is an unsurveyed labyrinth of small speleothem-filled
tubes.
Brown Chamber in Drum Cave is of particular interest as it appears
to contain a possible upper level as a hole in the roof of the chamber below
which is an unknown thickness of brown dust which behaves much . as a sort of
dry quicksand.
The position of the small Goat Cave and its split-level character indicate
that it may be the southward continuation of Somerville Cave which terminates
100 m to the northwest in the collapse shaft of Entrance 1. The northwesterly
trend of Somerville Cave in passage of considerable size ends at Entrance 2
where the cave swings round to the southwest along the line of section A- A'
and there is over 30 m of vertical development in the Two-Tier Chamber
Entrance and its continuation westwards, Arrow Cave.
The collapse depression
of Entrance 2 is the most impressive in the area and contains at its northern
end a large shelter cave, Creeper Cave, not shown on the survey.
The origin of all the closed depressions, often with cliffed margins, that
are shown on the survey is uncertain.
Some such as that mentioned between
J.B.C. Seven and Birthday Cave must have been produced by cave roof collapse.
The very linear nature of the depression at the entrance of the otherwise
enigmatic Crab Cave suggests a similar origin. Others, notably that to the
south of Arrow Cave and Two Tier Chamber, and between Goat Cave and Drum IV
are much wider and shallower and are unlikely to have been the site of recent
collapse.
Portland Ridge does contain a few other known caves outside the area
surveyed. On the northwestern slopes of the Ridge are the Portland Ridge
Caves and High Dome Cave (Fincham, 1977) which are large E-W trending
phreatic passage segments blocked by collapse and substantial guano infill.
Like the caves of the Jacksons Bay area they are developed between sea-le ve l
and about 70 m a.s.l . . The recently explored and surveyed Daley's Cave
lying to the west of the Portland Ridge Caves at an altitude of about 70 m
a.s .l. is remarkable for the 300 m length of perfectly straight passage
averaging 15 m in diameter.
There are also records of two caves near the
s outh coast to the east of J.B . C. (Duerden, 1897), which have not been
rediscovered this century. No significant caves are known from the higher
interior parts of the Ridge which rises to 180 m a .s. l .. This might suggest
that cave development on the Ridge was restricted to between 0 and 70 m
a.s . l. and that entrances to the caves may only be found between these heights.
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Po rtl and Ridge is a periclinal structure developed in a ve ry thi ck sequence
o f Cain ozo i c limestones.
The Portland Ridge borehole (Figure 1) passed
thro ugh 22 00 m of Eocene-Miocene limestones resting on probable Upper
Cretaceous volcanic rocks.
The r o cks exposed at the surface of the Ridge
are limestones o f the Newport Formation of Miocene age (Po rter & Bates on ,
1 9 74 ) and t hey are about 650 m thick in the borehole.
Lithologically the
rocks in whi ch the caves are developed fall within the broad characteristics
of the Newport Formation (Wadge & Draper, 1977). They are chalky micrites
with a variable fossil content and microsparite typically forms up t o 50 %
o f the r ock . The well-bedded limestones sampled in the eastern complex of
J . B.C. have a n o ticeably higher primary porosity ( ~ 10 %) than those further
west . The bedding is on a scale of 10 - 20 cm in these rocks but muc h
more massive bedding is the rule elsewhe re.
The basic periclinal structure o f the Ridge is complicated by a number
of faults evident as lineaments o n aerial photographs, some proved by
unpublish ed seismic reflection wo rk (Fig. 2).
The detailed stratigraphic
framework required to evaluate the throw of these faults is not available.
Two trends are apparent, a northeasterly one on the eastern side of the
Ridge and an easterly o ne on the western side.
The sense of downthrow
seems t o be uniformly t o the north or northwest.
The faulting is most
probably late Pliocene in age.
A raised discontinuous platform extends
part o f the way around the southwestern margin of Portland Ridge and has
cemented Ple istocene / Recent corals and molluscs preserved on it (McFarlane,
1 9 74).
Near Tayl o rs Hut these r o cks rest unconformably o n the Newport
Formation at about 3 m a.s.l ..
The low, swampy alluvial plains north and
northwest of th e Ridge consist of river - washed detritus from the Cretace o us
igneous a n d sedimentary rocks exposed in the Central Inlier to the north.
There is n o such a lluvium on the Ridge itself or in th e caves.
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The Ironstone
Large areas of the Cainozoic limestone surface of Jamaica are covered with
a bauxitic o r terra rossa type soil up to 30 m thick in places.
The source
material for this soil has been a controversy for many years (see Comer, 1974
for a recent discussion) but the process of laterisation of the or iginal
silicate mineralogy to the present assemblage of iron/aluminium oxides and
hydroxides is undisputed.
In the Jacksons Bay area there are only a few
very small pockets of terra rossa.
There is, however, the widespread
occurrence of a previou sly undescribed lithified equivalent of the terra
r o ssa or ironstone.
Its distribution is scattered but common throughout
the full vertical relief of the area.
In thin-secti on the ironstone consists
of pisoliths from 2 to 10 mm in diameter set in a matrix of sparry calcite.
The calcite content is variable between 10% and about 60 %.
Quartz, opaque
minerals and ferromagnesian grains are also present in small amounts . The
contact between the ironstone and the limestone is always sharp and highly
irregular .
In places the ironstone is found to up 6 m below the present
surface as apparently isolated irregular pods totally surrounded by limestone.
Subangular clasts of limestone up to 5 cm in diameter are abundant at some
sites and are often associated with a mm scale black banding within the rock.
Perfectly preserved gastropods of the genus Pupa have been found within some
outcrops .
These characteristics suggest that the ironstone represents a lithified
terra rossa type soil which was cemented by calcite within the interstices
of a strongly karstified surface.
One particularly interesting discovery
is o f an outcrop of ironstone completely enveloping a group of large
stalagmites which was found on the "yellow route" close to Corner Cave.
This indicates a period of cave development prior to the lithification of
the ironstone .
Cave Sediments
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Because of the ubiquitous nature of
the sediment -fl oored chambers in the
caves above J.B.C. a trench was dug
in Drum Cave at the Molehole to
investigate the nature of the sediments
present. Fig. 3 is the measured
section from this trench and it
consists of 155 cm of red/ brown silt
interspersed with three horizons of
hard calcite spel eothem.
The silt
contains abundant root remnants, bones,
shells and limestone clasts up to
10 cm in diameter and is a dry
powdery earth.
Layer 3 also contains
3 cm diameter burrows of unknown
origin. Mineralogically the silty
earth probably consists of the normal
major constituents of a terra rossa:
gibb site, boehmite, goethite and
hematite together with calcite and
possibly pho sph ate minerals.
The
thin layer 5 is grey in colour and
probably of different composition
from the silt above.
It rests on
an unusual porous deposit, layer 6.
This consists of curved elliptical
platelets 0.5 - 1.0 cm in diameter
and also s o me elliptical tubular
forms.
This rests on the limestone
surface and is probably a form of
gyp sum perhaps with hydrous phosphate
minerals; an association that has
been noted in many guano-bearing
caves in Jamaica.
Further analysis
of the chemistry of these sediments
is needed and the state of leaching
of the guano deposits in these cave s
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has not been studied at all.
It is interesting, however, to note the report
by Hose (1950) of the mineralogy of the guano in Portland Ridge Caves. He
found both vivianite and wavellite in a leached horizon above a basal layer
containing monetite (CaHP0 4 ). This association suggests mixing of guano and
terra rossa type material.
The upper surface of the section and of the sediment elsewhere consists
of a mixture of sma ll cave pearls and irregular calcite concretions a few
millimetres in size, together with abundant snail shells, crab and small
mammal skeletons. Where present, Arawak pottery remains lie on the surface
and are unco vered except in some cases by a thin veneer of carbonate,
indicating t h at there has been no sediment deposition for at least four
hundred years.
It is n o t kn own if the Molehole section is representative in thickness and
character of the sediment in all the caves . Certainly in the Molehole dig
an increase in the thickness of individual flowstone layers close to the
cave walls was noted.
The period of sedimentation definitely postdates a
major period of speleothem development judging from the buried stalactites
a nd columns seen in the Molehole.
SPELEOTHEM
23 0

234

AGE

DATES

.

Two
Th /
U rad~ometric age dates are available for speleothems in
J a cksons Bay Cave (M. Gascoyne, unpublished data) and the relevant data
is shown in Ta ble 1. The stalagmite from the Coliseum represents a more
pluvial peri od during the Holocene.
The age of the top of the stalagmite,
~ 2000 y B . P., is an indicator of the probable onset of the semi-arid climate
o f present day Po rtland Ridge . The dry rims tone pools and cave pearls o f
Drum Cav e and elsewhere may date from a similar period during the Hol o cene
(Plates 4 and 5 ) .
Tabl e 1

230Th /234 U radiometr i c dates of spe l eothe ms f r o m J acksons Bay Cave (da ti ng by
Gascoyne) .

M.

Sample
No .
75300

Sample
Location

U conc.

Old
Flowstone
on wall ,
just after
Lead On
Crawl

(p . p . m. )

0 . 22
0 . 28
0 . 36
0 . 37

75301

Br oken
stalagm i te
i n Colise um
Chamber

0 . 13 (base)
0. 20 (t op)

Ages yrs . B.P.
(xl0 3 )+ 10 err o r

+ 82
45
+ 57
278
37
+ 25
19 4
- 21
+ 30
189
- 24
206

-

-

27 . 9

+ 12

-

11

+ 2.9
1. 9
- 2. 8

Comment

F lowstone is a b out 10
cm deep and r athe r
porous at t h e base .
These dates show no
real stratigraphic
order i ng , so
probably the speleothem
grew quite qu i ckly ove r
the per i od 190 - 250 000
Y B. P.
Young stalagmite 60 cms
long . Low Th yield
«10%) on base da t e .

The 190 - 250 000 Y B.P. age for the Le ad On Crawl flowstone is mo st
in te resting. The cave must have been v adose at this time, whi c h is in the
middle of the Sangamo nian (Hoxnian) Interglacial, and sea - level must h a ve
b e en at or bel ow its present level. Judging from the size o f this passage
it was a phre atic tube for only a short period of time and pro bably late in
d e ve lopment of J.B.C. itself.
LATE

CAINOZ OIC

GEOLOGICAL

HISTORY

OF

SOUTHERN

JAMAICA

On the basis of expo sed thicknesses of the various Cainozoic limestone
f o rmations Wright (1968) concluded that a break in sedimentation at the end
o f t he Oligocene ( ~ 25 m.y. ago) was followed by a southward subsidence of
s o ut h ern Jamaica and the differenti a l deposition there of greater thicknesses
o f Lo wer and Mi dd le Mi o cene limestones (Newport Formation ) . There is
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foraminiferal evidence (Robinson, 1971) to indicate that limestone deposition
continued in southern Jamaica until the end of Miocene times (10-5 m.y. ago).
However, about 8-9 m.y. ago, in response to faulting and differential tectonic
uplift the Cretaceous igneous and sedimentary rocks of central Jamaica were
unroofed and quartz bearing detritus reached the limestones near May Pen
(Fig. 3) to form the May Pen Beds (McFarlane, 1972).
At some time during the late Miocene the Vere Plains to the northwest of
Portland Ridge were uplifted above sea level and the limestone was strongly
kar st ified (McFarlane, 1974).
Substantial volumes of water from the Central
Inlier cut three deep channels through this karst platform; one in the west
whose base is as much as 140 m below present sea level, one corresponding
to the approximate present course of the Rio Minho, and an easterly one,
subsequently exhumed as Webbers Gully (Fig. 4).
The Vere Plains themselves
are partly the southern extension of the Williamsfield- Porus trough (Taylor
& Chubb, 1957) which is a NNW-SSE trending graben, and its development must
have preceded or accompanied the cutting of the proto-Rio Minho channels
into the karstified platform.
The channels were subsequently partially
infilled by detrital marine sediments of the August Town Formation of the
Coastal Group (Robinson, 1967) whose age spans the Miocene- Pliocene boundary
at 5 m. y . The lack of Coastal Group sediments on Portland Ridge and their
presence at Round Hill and the Braziletto Mountains, suggests that Portland
Ridge was below sea level and some way from the coasts where most deposition
was occurring.
The great discrepancy between the thicknesses of the Cainozoic suc ce ssi ons
on Portland Ridge (2200 m) and at Salt Spring in the Braziletto Mountains
(300 m), (McFarlane, 1977) indicates a maj or tectonic break controlling
sedimentation between Portland Ridge and the Braziletto Mountains.
This is
the South Coast Fault System (Hor sfield, 1974), and it must have been active
as early as the Middle Miocene.
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Wh i te L i mestone
Group
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5
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Geological sketch map of south central Jamaica
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The event of real significance in the Pliocene was the folding and uplift
of Portland Ridge itself, in what was termed by Chubb (1962) the "Late Tertiary
earth movements".
The other positive structures of Round Hill, Kemp s Hill,
and further east, Hellshire Hills, Port Henderson Hills and Long Mountain were
all developed at this time.
The faulting, tilting, and in places overturning
of the Coastal Group sediments a ss ociated with these structures testifies to
the stren gth of the tectonism and restricts it most probably to the Late
Pliocene, 3- 2 m.y. ago (Chubb, 1962; Robinson, 1971). Portland Ridge mu st have
first appeared as land at this time and karstification begun.
The Pleistocene
in southern Jamaica was characterised by the growth of substantial alluvial
sheets which now cover the Vere Plains and surround Portland Ridge to the north
and west.
The lack of alluvium on the surface or in the caves of Portland
Ridge shows that the Ridge must have maintained itself above the present level
of alluvium dep o sition throughout the Quaternary.
The alluvial sediments are
mostly fine sands and clays, typically with a basal estuarine clay, coarser
fractions being concentrated in buried channels (McFarlane, 1974).
It has long been realised that the most northerly fault of the South Coast
Fault system, which runs from Round Hill · to the Braziletto Mountains, downthrows
the base of the al luvium by several hundred metres on the south side of the
fault (Taylor & Chubb, 1957; Robinson, 1962). Whether or not the complementary
E- W faults on the northern side of Portland Ridge have had a similar history
of down throw to the north during the Pleistocene is not known.
The Cainozoic E- W trending fault systems of Jamaica probably all have
substantial strike-slip components (Horsfield, 1974) but although this can
be inferred for the South Coastal Faults, there is no hard evidence for this.
There is some indication from recent seismicity that the fault system may be
currently active.
The effect of this Pleistocene-Recent tectonic acti v ity may have been one
of the following:
a) substantial vertical downthrow of Portland Ridge and the Lower Vere Plains
relative to the Upper Vere Plains;
b) northward tilting of the Lower Vere Plains and Portland Ridge;
c) graben downthrow of the Lower Vere Plains.
Of these possibilities (a) would have produced profound change s in the
hydrology of the Ridge, with a rising water- table . The effects of (b) would
be less obvious, whilst the effect of (c) would have been to maintain the
hydrologic isolation of the Ridge from the mainland, provided that alluvial
sedimentation did not keep pace with or exceed the rate of downthrow.
Of course, in addition to the tectonic movements, strong eustatic sea
level changes occurred throughout much of the Pleistocene, each successive
interglacial sea level high stand being somewhat lower than the previous .
Horsfield (1975) has documented the evidence for strong tectonic uplift of
marine terraces on the northern coast of Jamaica in the Late Pleistocene.
Southern Jamaica, howev er, does not show the sequen ce of Late Pleistocene
marine terraces preserved above sea level that is found in the north, and this
suggests that southern Jamaica subsided relative to the north coast in that
period.
PLEISTOCENE

EROSION

TERRACES

IN

SOUTHERN

JAMAICA

A study of the bathymetric charts of U.S.S. Bowditch (1941) (Jamaica 2A)
and H.M.S. Vidal (1962) of the first 9 km of the island shelf south of
Portland Ridge reveals the existence of several erosion terraces, the most

obvious of which are at about - 20 m and at present sea level (Fig. 5). Above
sea level in the Vere Plain s there are two convincina erosion levels: one at
about +3 m, seen at Taylors Hut and Round Hill, and at +113 m, which is the
level of Harris Savannah, the plateau north of the Braziletto Mountains, and
is a ls o present, but less well-preserved, on Portland Ridge itself.
In addition to these features data from three other sources: Roobol and
Gibb (1973), Wright (1971) and Goreau and Burke (1966) have been used to
compi le Fig. 5, which attempts to summarise the present state of knowledge
of Pleistocene erosion levels in southern Jamaica.
The ages ascribed by
Wright (1971) to some of the levels are speculative. Goreau and Burke's
study (1966) of the shelf south of Kingston concluded that leve l 31 was
eroded before the sea level stand which produced levels 9, 10, 11 and 12.
Cant (1971, 1972) in a detailed study of the four raised reef terraces of
the north coast of Jamaica correlated his lowest, terrace I, radiometrically
dated at 130 000 Y B.P., with the near sea level terrace at Jacksons Bay.
This correlation agrees well with recent isotopic data from Bermuda (Harmon
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Cartoon section through Port land Ridge and the island shelf to show the pos itions of the
presumed erosional terraces i dent ified in this study and by other authors for souther n
Jamaica.
1 . Wright (1 97 1 ) - late Plio cene ; 2 . This paper;
3 . Wright (197 1 ) - Afton i an ;
4 . Wright (1971) - Yarmouthian; 5 & 6 . wri ght (1971) - Sangamonian; 7. Robinson (1967).
McFarlane (1974) , Wright (~971) - Sangamonian; 8 . Present sea level platform; 9 . This
paper . Goreau & Burke (1966) ; 1 0 . This paper , Roobo l & Gibb (1973), Gareau & Burke (1966) .
Wright (1971) - Nebraskan ; 11. This paper . Goreau & Burke (1966); 1 2 . This paper . Roobol
& Gibb (1973) . Goreau & Burke (1966) ; 13. Goreau & Burke (1966), Wright (1971) - Kansan ;
14 & 15 . Wright (1971) - Wiscons inian and Illinoian .

et al., 1978) which indicates a maximum sea level stand of +5 m at this time
on this tectonically stable island.
Cant correlated his terrace 2 with
palaeomagnetic data that gave an age of 200 000 - 310 000 Y B.P. (Hoxnian) .
Terrace 3 was ascribed to the Cromerian (about 550 000 y . B. P.), and terrace 4
equated to a pre-Bruhnes warm period (pre 750 000 y. B. P.). The 170 m that
separates these north coast terraces must represent a much greater range of
altitude than that experienced at Portland Ridge by the same interglacial
high sea levels, because of the higher rate of tectonic uplift in the north .
Sea level
A figure of 100 m vertical range is probably of the right order .
highs pri or to the Cromerian were thus higher than the upper levels of cave
development at Jackson s Bay (70 m a.s.l .). It is suggested that levels 4 - 12
of Figure 4 represent erosion terraces of Cromer ian or later age and that most
o f the cave formation on Portland Ridge occurred during these interglacial
high sea level stands.
It is interesting to note there the morphology of God's Well; an impressi ve
30 m diameter shaft on the trace of the South Coast Fault north of Round Hill.
The shaft is over 80 m deep, the lowest 53 m under water, and the base is 51 m
below sea level (Zans, 1960) . The very low Pleistocene sea level this implies
would also suggest that substantial water was available during a glacial period.
However, the South Coast Fault system was probably instrumental in channelling
water to this site from the north, a situation which could not happen at
Jacksons Bay, which was isolated from the northern water sources by the faults
and the structural low of the Lower Vere Plains.
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The following points of e v idence are considered to be the critical ones
in assessing the evo lution of the caves at Jacksons Bay:
1.
Karstification beg an on Portland Ridge in the late Pliocene after folding
and uplift.
2.
Pio-Pleistocene faulting effectively isolated the Ridge from allogenic
streams from the north as the lack of alluvial sediment in the caves testifies.
Jacksons Bay Caves may thus have been formed by phreatic water originating
on the Ridge itself.
However, some groundwater may have reached the
Ridge from the wedge of alluvium to the north during periods of high water
table (interglacials) and found its way initially along the E-W fault
systems.
This perhaps explains the dominant trend of the Portland Ridge
Caves and Daley's Cave.
3 . The early Pleistocene interglacials probably saw the submergence of most
of the Ridge.
It may have been during one of these periods that a blanket
of terra rossa with terrestrial gastropods was washed into the karst
interstices and cemented to produce the ironstone.
4.
During the glacial periods the Caribbean in general had an arid climate
(Bonatti & Gart ner, 1973).
Judgina from the semi-arid climate of Portland
Ridge today, when cave formation proces ses appear to be very slow, the r ate
of surface lowering and cave formation during the glacials must have been
v ery low indeed.
Because of this and 3, it is suggested that the surface
of the Ridg e has had no more than tens of metres of limestone cover eroded
from it (say perhaps 1 - 2 cm/lOOO y for 2 - 3 m.y.).
5 . There are two levels of cave development in the area surveyed . The upper
and, it is assumed, older system rises from about 15 m in the south to
about 70 m a.s.l., in the north, approximately with the dip of the beds.
The direction o f water flow was presumably from north to south.
The lower
system (J .B. C .) trends ENE and was formed very close to present se a level
with a presumed water flow from east to west.
6.
The minimum a ge from speleothem dates for the formati o n of J . B.C. is 190 250 000 Y B.P.
7.
The known cave rn development of Portland Ridge occ urs between about 0 and
70 m a.s.l.
The multiple cave levels within this range suggest formation
at, or close to, a phreas fluctuating at these levels.
8.
Evidence for six to nine erosion terraces within the range -20 to +30 m
These terraces are probably of
a .s.l. occurs in southern Jamaica.
Cromerian, Hoxnian and Ipswichian ages and it was during these interg lacials,
particularly the earlier two, that most of the development of the caves of
Jacksons Bay took place.
Though it is not certain that the upper (Somerville/Drum Cave) system
represents a completely separate st age of development with an intervening
glacial period before the formation of J.B . C., this idea seems more attractive
conSider ing the different orientations of the two systems.
A Cromerian age
for the upper system and a Hoxnian age for J.B.C., at least for Shamrock
Passage, wo uld mean that the caves were eroded between about 700 000 and 200 000
Y B. P .
Ascribing an age to the distinctive sediments of the upper system is diffi cul t.
The s o urce material must have corne from the erosion of the ironstone, washed in
by several epi.scdes of flooding with intervening minor spel ~othem development.
The absence of the sediment from most of J.B.C. could mean either that the
sediment was deposited before the formation of J .B .C. or that the sediment was
never allowed to settle there.
The latter explanation cou ld be achieved by a
sea level stand of 5 - 10 m 3. s. 1. which l>/ou ld drown most of Jdcksons Bay and
prod'Jce a higher b a se level for sediment depos ition.
Such condition s may have
existed i n the last interglacial ( ~ 130 000 y B.P.).
A wetter climate for the
Holocene prior to 2000 y B.P. is indicated by the age of the Crossroads
stalagmite and can be inferred for the period in the Holocene when the relict
guano deposits formed.
The most tantalising aspect of all concerning these caves is the abundance
of sizeable cave passage within a very small area (7 km known in 1 km 2 ).
Logically there ought to be continuations of the systems outside the area
studied, to the north and east.
However, if passage development is restricted
to below 70 m a.s.l., then accessibility will be made more difficult: with the
ground level rising there will be fewer collapse entrances.
Nevertheless,
there must be a very great deal of undiscovered cave beneath Portland Ridge.
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ABSTRACT
Ten 5 x 5 ern oriented samples of cap mud were taken in Agen Allwedd Main Passage
a n d the ir remanent magnetisations measured in a spinner magnetometer. The remanence
0
was f ound to be very stable with a mean direction of D = 5.9 0 , I = 40 . 7
(at 350
Oe rste d s) . This normal polarity suggests that sedimentation occurred after the
Go thenbe rg geomagnetic "excursion" about 12 000 years ago. A comparison between the
mean d e c l ination change in six of the samples and archaeomagnetic data reveals that
the cap mud lamina tion is probably annual and this implies rapid sediment transport
from th e surfa c e . Magnetic susceptibility anisotropy measurements gave good
gro uping s o f th e principal axes and are taken to indicate that water flowed through
Main Pa ss a ge .

The mag netic field of the Earth arises from fluid motions within the core.
It is known from historical and archaeomagnetic observations that this field
varies with time both in intensity and direction with a periodicity of about
500 years (Clark et al., in press). More ancient records of this geomagnetic
secular variation have been obtained from studies of the palaeomagnetism of
continuous sedimentary sequences, such as lake and deep sea sediments, or
varved sediments from Sweden (No~l , 1976a).
In many of these cases the
original record of se cular variation is not preserved by the sediment because
of bioturbation or other post-depositional disturbances.
However, the ideal
conditions in which many cave sediments are preserved suggests that they may
contain more accurate histories of the geomagnetic field and, despite
difficulties in sampling, are worthy of detailed investigation.
Previous work
on this type of material is confined to studies by Creer and Kopper (1974) on
sediments from Tito Bustillo Cave, Spain, work by Stober (1978) and Homonko
(1978) on rhythmites from Victoria Cave, Yorkshire and the examination by
Papamarinopoulos and Readman (1979) of sediment from Canet Cave, Spain.
The current report concerns research undertaken in Agen Allwedd, a 24 km
cave system developed within Mynydd Llangatwg, Powys, Wales (Fig. 1). The
cave is developed within the Lower Carboniferous Limestones (Dinantian) and
predominantly within the Pwll-y-CWm Oolite (George et al., 1976). The
limestones are overlain by the Namurian grits and shales and underlain by
Lower Limestone Shales and Old Red Sandstone, thus comprising an interstratal
karst assemblage (Thomas, 1974).
The somewhat horizontal development of 0
the cave testifies to the shallow dip of the limestones, (between 2 0 and 7
SW). The present day entrance is located at 388 m 00 although a more ancient
entrance complex, through which much of the coarse sediment entered the cave,
has been suggested (Bull, 1978a) in the northern areas of the Summertime
Series (Fig. 1).
Most of the cave is now abandoned by streams and many of the passages have
been devoid of any significant water course for at least 10 000 years (Bull,
in press). Because of this major stream abandonment many passages, now
devoid of water, contain large sediment banks preserved in nearly their
original form.
Major sedimentation in the cave is considered to have occurred in response
to the onset of the Devensian glaciation in the area although :some deposition
had preceded this phase (Bull, 1976, 1978b). Following what was predominantly
a sand-sized sediment influx , there was a break in deposition, marked by
dessiccation cracks, until approximately 11 000 years BP when, in response
to a climatic deterioration (Coope et al., 1971), the cave was flooded and
a fine-grained lamination sequence, termed the cap mud (Bull, 1977) was laid
down.
These cap muds have been shown to be laterally persistent, exhibiting
both laminae and grain size similarities throughout the length of Main
Passage (Bull, 1977, 1978a).
196 major laminations have been counted within
the cap mud, which is considered to have been deposited within a then waterfilled passage with the sediment influx being via numerous cracks and fissures
(Bull, 1976 and in preparation).
Conventional, single source sedimentation
fails to account for such regularities in deposition.
Because of their
extreme uniformity and lack of consolidation, the cap muds were selected as
candidates for a preliminary palaeomagnetic study.
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SEDIMENT

MAGNETISM

There are two mechanisms by which the cave sediment could become magnetised:
1. Depositional Remanent Magnet1sation
Grains of magnetic minerals, principally magnetite and haematite, become
aligned with the Earth's magnetic field whilst settling through water thus
giving rise to a permanent magnetisation in the sediment.
This process
explains, for example, the magnetisation of Swedish varves which are physically
similar to the Agen Allwedd cap muds (No~l, 1976a). After deposition, but
prior to consolidation, the magnetic grains in a sediment may remain free to
rotate aided by magnetic, gravitational or surface tension forces (No~l, in
press) and this can result in a degree of post-depositional remagnetisation
until the grains are constrained by compaction.
2. Chemical Remanent Magnet1sation
If the original magnetic grains in a sediment are extremely small « 0 . 01
microns) their magnetisation is unstable and follows the direction of the
ambient field.
If the grains increase in size due to chemical changes then
the remanence will later become stable and record the direction of the Earth's
magnetic field.
Chemical remanent magnetisation is often associated with
weathering or diagenesis.
Both depositional and chemical magnetisations could contribute to the total
remanence of cave sediments.
Because depositional remanence is acquired at
the sediment surface it is more likely to record detailed changes in field
direction although, being a mechanical process, it is sensitive to factors
such as water currents and bed slope (No~l, 1976b). By measuring the
susceptibility anisotropy in the sediment it is possible to detect a preferred
alignment of magnetic particles and thus, in principle, to distinguish a
depositional from a chemical magnetisation.
SAMPLING
Samples were collected in Main Passage about 500 m from the entrance at
the location shown in Fig. 1.
In this area the cap mud is approximately 5 cm
thick and is considered to enter the cave through joints in the walls and roof
(Bull, 1976). A position was chosen about 2 m from the eastern wall on a
fresh horizontal surface in the centre of a large polygon bounded by narrow
desiccation cracks.
Disturbances to the sediment from shrinkage or human
activity were judged to be negligible. Methods had been devised for taking
oriented samples using equipment that could conveniently be taken into the
cave . Ten 5 x 5 cm plastic cylinders were pressed vertically into the
sediment using a plastic plate fitted with a spirit level.
The cylinders
were oriented with a magnetic compass and then lifted from the sediment.
Traces o f the silt underlyinq the cap mud were trowelled out of the samples
which were then sealed with plastic discs.
One larger core was taken about 5 m to the south of the other samples and
was obtained by pushing a 5 x 20 cm tube through the cap muds into the silts.
Rotation was prevented by a tongue and groove arrangement. All samples were
oriented with an accuracy of + 1 0 in inclination, + 2 0 in declination.
MEASUREMENT
The direction and intensity of the natural remanent magneti sation in the
small samples were measured using a Digico magnetometer (Molyneux, 1971) and
the results are given in Table 1. The stab ility of remanence in the sediment
was examined b y the method of progressive stepwise demagnetisation in
alternating magnetic fields, up to a maximum field strength of 800 Oersteds.
The results for the four test specimens, AG 1 - 4, are shown in Figs. 2 and 3 .
This procedure also indicates the optimum level of demagnetisation which will
remove any secondary components of remanence, acquired since deposition, thus
leaving the primary magnetisation whose direction is close to that of the
ancient field.
From a study of the results it was decided partially to
demagnetise the remaining samples in an alternating magnetic field of 350
Oersteds . The results after remeasurement are given in Table I.
These data
represent averages of any changes which may occur along the length of each
specimen due to secular variation.
Changes in declination were delineated in
samples AG 5 - 10 by measuring the horizontal component of remanence at 1 cm
intervals using a Digico long core spinner magnetometer (Molyneux et al.,
1972). The results are shown in Fig. 4.
Similarly, the declination and
horizontal component of the natural remanence in the long core were measured
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I

Intensity of magnetisation

Palaeomagnetic results from the cap mud samples.
is in units of Gauss x 10- 6 .

NATURAL

REMANENT

REMANENCE

MAGNETISATION

AT

350

OERSTEDS

SAMPLE
INTENSITY

DECLINATION

I NCLINATION

INTENSITY

DECLINATION

INCLINATION

AG 1

8.5

6.1

37 .8

5.3

3.4

34 . 0

AG 2

7.7

12.6

38 .6

5.0

11.6

32.8

AG 3

10.1

359.6

50.8

6.7

0 .2

46.6

AG 4

7.9

5.4

39.8

5.1

4.7

37.6

AG 5

8.8

359.4

46 . 4

5.8

0. 5

43 . 0

AG 6

8.3

13 . 5

43 . 3

5.4

12.2

42.0

AG 7

8 .4

0.0

45.8

5.6

359.8

43.9

AG 8

7.9

8.1

42.9

5.1

6.7

40 . 3

AG 9

9.0

6.7

40.1

6.2

7.7

36.4

AG 10

8.0

1 2.9

51. 7

5.7

11.9

49.7

MEAN =

8.5

6.5

43.8

5.6

5.9

40 . 7

at successive depths, and the results are shown in Fig. 5.
The anisotropy of the magnetic susceptibility in the cap silt was then
examined by measuring oriented sub-samples from SG 1 - 8 in a Digico Anisotropy
Delineator which is a modification of the magnetometer unit.
The magnitude
of the magnetic susceptibility in a sediment indicates the quantity of
magnetisable material present while the susceptibility anisotropy reflects
the tendency for grains to hold a preferred orientation (the "magnetic fabric").
This instrument expresses the anisotropy in each specimen in terms of the
three principal axes of an ellipsoid whose shape represents the susceptibility
magnitude in any direction.
The results of this determination are given in
Table 2 and Fig. 6.
TABLE

2

Results of the anisotropy of susceptibility measurements. Susceptibilities are
in units of Gauss/Oersted x 10- 6 . The anisotropy factor
Intensity of max .
axis/intensity of min. axis . The final column gives the shape of the susceptibility
ellipsoid.
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AG 2

7.549
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6.6
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DISCUSSION
Table I shows that there is excellent agreement between the directions of
magnetisation in the cap mud samples.
The consistency in the values of
declination, inclination and intensity of remanence is magnetic evidence for
the total homogeneity of this deposit.
The small differences in the intensity
values are probably due to variation in sediment volume within the cylinders.
The mean intensity of the natural remanent magnetisation, B.5 x 10- 6 Gauss,
is fairly low for a sediment and supports observations by Bull (197Bc) that
the mud is composed almost entirely of quartz.
During demagnetisation, the pilot specimens behaved similarly up to the
peak field of BOO Oersteds.
Over this range, declinations remained stable
0
to within + 1 while inclinations decreased by up to 8 0 with the result that
directions-moved away from the present day field and towards the bedding
plane . These results indicate a very stable remanent magnetisation.
The
shape of the demagnetisation curves are typical of a depositional magnetisation
while the high median coercivity ( ~ 500 Oersteds) suggests haematite is the
carrier. Upon demagnetising the remaining specimens, the major change in the
mean direction is a reduction in inclination of 3.1 0 .
The normal polarity of magnetisation in these cap muds suggests that they
were not deposited during the Gothenberg geomagnetic "excursion".
This
"excursion" has been recorded in Swedish glacial sediments and dated by varve
chronology to around 12 100 years BP (No~l & Tarling, 1975) and by pollen to
about 12 350 BP (M5rner et al., 1974).
However, excursions have been noted
in deposits elsewhere with ages ranging from 7000 to 18 700 years BP (No~l,
1975) and it is probable that these age uncertainties are due to either poor
dating control or the possible local nature of geomagnetic excursions.
However,
considering the proximity of the Scandinavian samples and the reliability of
their dating it appears unlikely, on the magnetic evidence, that the Agen
Allwedd cap muds are older than about 12 000 years BP.
This is in agreement
with palaeoclimatic evidence which suggests that the cap mud should be no
older than about 11 000 years BP. A useful extension of this study will be
to examine the palaeomagnetism of older cave sediments in a search for this
excursion, evidence for which has yet to be found in Britain.
The shallow remanence in the cap muds (40.7 0 ) can be explained by several
mechanisms if it is assumed that the magnetisation was acquired depositionally.
If the magnetic particles are elongated then there will have been a tendency
for them to settle with their long axes horizontal.
This would result in a
reduction in remanent inclination of the type observed in Swedish varves (No~l,
1976b) while further shallowing may have occurred through compaction (No~l,
1976a). Lastly, surface tension forces arising during desiccation may have
caused these low inclinations (No~l, in press).
Fig. 4 shows the trends in declination through samples AG 5 - 10, after
partial demagnetisation. Most of the samples exhibit an increase in declination
with depth which is particularly marked in the case of AG 10. After an initial
increase, the declination in samples AG Band 9 decreases slightly below about
2 cm. Fig. 7 gives the average declination curve which will now be used to
estimate the average time interval corresponding to a lamination.
Between 0.5 and 4.5 cm depth (the approximate position of the cap mud
within the cylinders) the declination changes by 10.8 0 .
The time required
for this swing can be estimated by comparing it to the average rate of
secular variation in declination deduced from the archaeomagnetic and historical
data given by Clark e t al.{in press)viz. O.079 0 /year.
Thus the time represented
by the cap mud is:
10.8
137
0.079 =
years
The similarity between the above estimate and the number of major
laminations (196) counted by Bull (1977) suggests that the layering was annual
(i.e. varves).
The result appears to rule out the possibility of a shorter
term periodicity, such as diurnal deposition, as postulated by Bull (in press)
as one end member of a floating time scale, since this would imply an anomalously
high rate of secular variation.
This conclusion has important implications concerning the mode of sediment
deposition and the palaeoclimatic conditions then prevailing. The coherent
deposition of annual laminae throughout a large part of the cave is evidence
for an efficient process of sediment transport from the surface, through the
intervening rock, with a short transit time of perhaps only a few weeks.
If
it is accepted that the cap mud was formed during the post- Aller¢d climatic
oscillation then it appears that the period of climatic deterioration occupied
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only about 200 years in this area of Wale s.
The long core results (Fig. 5) show the changes in declination and horizontal
intensity with depth.
The lack of abrupt changes in these parameters at the
base of the cap mud impl ies that sedimentation across this boundary was
continuous.
The decrease in inclination from 1 to 10 cm is thought to be due
to compaction.
Fig. 6 shows the results of the anisotropy determinations and illustrates
the good grouping of the maximum, intermediate and minimum axes of the
anisotropy ellipsoids.
The anisotropy factors given in Table 2, have an
average of 6%. This low value is reflected in the equal number of prolate
and oblate anisotropy ellipsoids among the samples.
Equally, the degree of
foliation and lineation is small.
The plane of highest susceptibility is close
to the bedding plane which would be expected if the magnetisation were depositional.
The average direction of the major axis (0 = 48.0, I = 13 . 0) is seen to be
well away from the mean remanence direction (0 = 5.9, I = 40.7), although in
a northern quadrant.
This implies that a proportion of the remanence is carried
by rounded particles, contributing little to the anisotropy, and accurately
aligned by the magnetic field, while elongated, more anisotropic particles
have settled with directions deviated by water currents.
The ancient water
current direction will be related to the magnetic lineation direction.
This study has produced interesting results regarding the dating and
deposition rates in the cap muds as well as some palaeoenvironmental information.
It is intended to extend the work to include sediments from other parts of
Agen Allwedd and elsewhere in South Wales.
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